PROFESSOR STEFFEN LEHMANN TO VISIT CHINA

University of Portsmouth CCI professor Steffen Lehmann, has been invited to visit China this November to speak at a workshop and discuss Sustainable Cities.

Professor Steffen Lehmann has been invited by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and JPI Urban Europe to give a presentation at the joint workshop on sustainable and green urbanisation in the city of Zhongshan, China, on the 21st and 22nd of November 2017.

Steffen will begin his journey on Saturday the 18th of November, where he will fly from London Heathrow to Hong Kong, the 19th and 20th will then be spent in Hong Kong.

On the 20th of November, Steffen will travel from Hong Kong to Zhongshan (via Macau), whilst here Steffen will deliver a speech at the EU China Platform.

To conclude his trip, Steffen will return to Hong Kong to meet with Professor Edwin Chan, at HK Polytechnic University, before heading home to London Heathrow on the 25th of November.

Steffen Lehmann, will be visiting China as the director of Cluster for Sustainable Cities, an interdisciplinary research group, consisting of over 38 key researchers from various faculties. The University of Portsmouth initiative aims to promote sustainable urban living and create a carbon-neutral society.

To stay updated with the Cluster for Sustainable Cities, check out their website, Facebook @ClusterforSustainableCities, and Twitter @CSCities.